
ON THE FACTORIZATION OF INTEGERS

R. L. DUNCAN

Abstract. The order of magnitude of the average of the expo-

nents in the canonical factorization of an integer is discussed. In

particular, it is shown that this average has normal order one and a

result which implies that the average order is one is also derived.

Let n=pil ■ ■ • pr"r be the factorization of re as a product of powers

of distinct primes. Our purpose is to consider the average of the ex-

ponents in this decomposition. Let coin) =r;fi(re) =a\+ ■ ■ • +ar;and

a(n)=Sl(n)/w(n). Since w(re) and Q(n) both have normal order

log log re [l ], it is obvious that a(n) has normal order one and it will be

shown that a(n) has average order one. Similar results for the mini-

mum and maximum exponents in the above factorization have been

given recently by Niven [2].

Lemma 1. zZ*s* l/w(re) =0(x/log log x).

Proof.

IZ l/«(») = E l/»(») + IZ l/«(»)
»£x ngx; 2« (m)<log log x n^x; 2&j(n)£ log log x

^ ^2 1 + 2#/log log X
n£x; 2oi (n)<log log x

^ (4C + 2)x/log log x,

since by Turan's inequality [l]

Cx log log x ^ zZ ["(w) — log l°g x]2
n£x;2«(n)<log log x

^ i(loglogx)2 zZ 1-
nsx;2u(n)<log log x

Lemma 2.

JZ ain) = x + 01   zZ l/«(») + x1'2 f f3'2 zZ l/*>(n)dt\.
n£x L bsi **  1 n£t _1

Proof.
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Z a(n) = Z ®(n)/a,(n) = Z Z l/"(w)
n^i n£z nsx p    |n

= Z Z !/«(») + 2 5* V«(»)
nsi  p[n »£* p   |n

= Z1 + Z*  Z i/«(»a-)
BSi pmS*   "Sip m

= x + o[ Z*  Z i/«(»)l

= x + o[Z   Z* !/«(»)]

where Z* denotes a sum over wi^2. NowZ**»gc 1 =0(t112) by

Tchebycheff's inequality and the desired result follows by partial

summation.

The following theorem, which implies that a(n) has average order

one, is an immediate consequence of the above lemmas.

Theorem. Z«s* a(n) =x+0(x/log log x).
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